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a b s t r a c t
The lymphatic system plays an integral part in regulating immune cell traﬃcking and the transport of
macromolecules. However, its inﬂuence on disease progression and drug uptake is understood less than
that of the vascular system. To bridge this knowledge gap, biomaterials can be used to investigate the
lymphatic system and to provide novel understanding into complex disease processes, including cancer
metastasis and inﬂammation. Insight gained from these mechanistic studies can be further used to design innovative biomaterials to modulate the immune system, improve drug delivery, and promote tissue
regeneration. This review article focuses on recent advances in (i) biomaterials used for lymphatic vessel
formation, (ii) models for studying lymphatic-immune cells interactions, (iii) pharmaceuticals and their
interactions with the lymphatic system, (iv) and strategies for drug delivery via the lymphatic system. Finally, several challenges regarding adopting biomaterials for immunomodulation and future perspectives
are discussed.
Statement of signiﬁcance
The lymphatic system plays an integral part in regulating immune cell traﬃcking and the transport of
macromolecules. However, its inﬂuence on disease progression and drug uptake is understood less than
that of the vascular system. This review article focuses on recent progresses in biomaterials to investigate
the lymphatic system and to provide novel understanding into complex disease states. Insight gained
from these mechanistic studies can be further used to design innovative biomaterials to modulate the
immune system, improve drug delivery, and promote tissue regeneration. Finally, a number of challenges
in adopting biomaterials for immunomodulation and future perspectives are discussed.
© 2021 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Overview of the lymphatic system
The lymphatic system is an integral part of the circulatory system which is comprised of a network of lymphatic vasculature and
lymphoid organs. This system is responsible for ﬂuid homeostasis
and the transport and exchange of an array of cells and molecules,
including immune cells, nutrients, and long-chain fatty acids [1].
Dendritic cells (DCs), T cells, and antigens enter the system via
the lymphatic capillaries due in part to forces from the interstitial
ﬂuid (IF). These small, blind-ended vessels are composed of a sin-
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gle layer of lymphatic endothelial cells (LECs), which are leaf-like
in structure, and possess discontinuous button-like cell-cell junctions [2–4]. These gaps allow for the nonselective uptake of tissue
ﬂuid into the lymphatic microvasculature [2,3]. Moreover, the interaction between Lymphatic Vessel Endothelial Receptor-1 (LYVE1) within these loose junctions and hyaluronan/hyaluronic acid
(HA) glycocalyx on leukocytes causes modulation of the lymphatic
vessels which allows leukocytes to enter [5]. Pressure caused by
ﬂuid moving through the interstitium and systemic factors, including arterial and skeletal muscle contractions, helps to drive the formation of lymph [6]. DCs were found to actively crawl through the
lymphatic capillaries, sometimes even in the opposite direction of
the lymph ﬂow, until they detached from the wall and returned
to a passive form of transport [4]. Since both DCs and neutrophils
were found to follow this active form of transport, it is likely that
T cells also crawl within the vessels [3].
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Fig. 1. Multiple types of models can be used to better understand the lymphatic system and its inﬂuence on disease progression, immune response, and drug uptake.
(A) These models include co-cultures, microﬂuidics, and animal models to develop and study lymphatic vessels. Biomaterials, speciﬁcally collagen, hyaluronic acid (HA),
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), and ﬁbrin, are utilized to develop biomimetic environments conducive to lymphatic vessels. Lymphatic vessels are composed of LECs that form
lymphatic capillaries, which are characterized by discontinuous, button-like endothelial cell junctions, and pre-collecting and collecting vessels, which exhibit continuous,
zipper-like cell-cell junctions and are surrounded by a contractile layer of non-striated muscle cells, referred to as lymphatic muscle cells that propel the ﬂow of lymph to
the LNs and contain valves to prevent backﬂow. Immune cells can enter through the capillaries and ﬂow with lymph into the LNs where they are stored until an immune
response triggers them to egress and reenter circulation. (B) A zoomed-in view of the structures within the LN. The parenchyma encompasses all of the internal functional
tissue, which is comprised of reticular ﬁbers, and is demarcated with the red outline. The sectional view (i) of the LN focuses on the structures that are utilized for immune
cell entry, storage, and egress.

Lymph and cells are then driven by a pressure gradient caused
by IF into the pre-collecting and collecting vessels. Unlike lymphatic capillaries, these collecting vessels have continuous zipperlike cell-cell junctions, intraluminal valves that prevent the backﬂow of lymph, and are surrounded by a contractile layer of
non-striated muscle cells, referred to as lymphatic muscle cells
(Fig. 1). Even though only the button-like cell-cell junctions allow for intravasation, both types of junctions are comprised of
vascular endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin) and proteins associated with tight junctions, including occludin, claudin-5, and endothelial cell–selective adhesion molecule [7]. The lymphatic muscle cells surrounding these vessels contracts to cause a pressure
gradient, which drives the lymph, including immune cells, to-

wards the lymph node (LN) and is referred to as the afferent
ﬂow.
The LN subcapsular sinus (SCS) receives lymph from several
afferent collecting vessels. Lymphocytes, including both B and T
cells, are able to enter the LN through blood carried via high endothelial venules (HEVs) [3,8]. DCs can transmigrate through the
SCS ﬂoor into the LN parenchyma and cause local changes that
allow for T cells to enter [3,9]. However, T cells tend to enter
from the peripheral medullary sinuses. The immune cells then use
CCR7 chemokine receptors to migrate to the T cell zone or CXCR5
chemokines to travel to the B cell zone [8–10]. Antigens enter the
LN via subcapsular macrophages or a network of small conduits
made of ﬁbroblastic reticular cells (FRC) that connect the subcap-
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sular and paracortical sinuses, known as the reticular network [11].
Antigens enter the B cell zone and are internalized by B cells or
DCs [10].
When an immune response occurs, immune cells migrate back
into the sinuses and either actively crawl or ﬂow with the lymph
into the efferent ﬂow, which is ﬂow directed away from the LNs
[3,4]. The efferent ﬂow goes through a chain of LNs and eventually
the immune cells reenter the bloodstream to be brought to the site
of inﬂammation. While the afferent lymph contains mostly T cells
and DCs, the efferent lymph has more B cells, which come from
the B cell follicles located in the cortex of the LN [12].
Given the structural complexity and dynamics of the lymphatic
system, as well as its involvement with immune functions and
disease progression, more physiologically relevant models with
the ability to incorporate biomechanical cues, 3-dimensional (3D) structures, biochemical factors, and additional cell types are
needed. Biomaterials present the capability of creating these models, which will be discussed in the following sections.

in lymphatics can be dynamically mediated through CD44/HA interactions [27]. Furthermore, LYVE-1 has been identiﬁed as a docking receptor for DCs on the lymphatic endothelium. The process of
leukocyte traﬃcking into the lymphatic capillaries is mediated by
the LYVE-1/HA axis, where HA on the leukocyte surface binds with
LYVE-1 on the lymphatic endothelium, the interdigitating endothelial ﬂaps open during leukocyte entry, and leukocytes then migrate
to downstream LNs for immune activation [5,28]. Additionally, T
cells and DCs bind to each other via HA, and CD44 can serve as a
mediator [29]. Modiﬁcation of this CD44-HA interaction also poses
as an anti-inﬂammatory treatment strategy through the blockade
of neutrophil recruitment [28].
2.2. Biomaterials in lymphatic vessel tissue engineering approaches
Beyond the advantages of HA for lymphatic tissue engineering,
the versatility and possibility of numerous chemical modiﬁcations
make HA an attractive platform. One particularly promising approach is to modify HA with norbornene groups which allows for
both mechanical and biochemical modulation, as well as sequential spatial patterning of peptides, and can be used to develop a
more complex in vitro system [30]. In a myocardial infarction (MI)
mouse model, injection of HA-hydrogels post-MI resulted in decreased scarring and collagen deposition, demonstrating the potential in vivo applications [31].
In addition to HA-hydrogels, multiple other biomaterial options
have been employed in tissue engineering approaches to generate
lymphatic vasculature in vitro or in vivo, including collagen, ﬁbrin,
alginate, and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA). Fibrin and
collagen have commonly been used in combinatorial approaches to
generate lymphatic capillaries in vitro. With the addition of interstitial ﬂow for ten days, lymphatic vessels developed in both ﬁbrin and collagen but showed preference towards ﬁbrin hydrogels
[32]. In another ﬁbrin-collagen model, premature lymphatic vessels
were observed in vitro after 21 days (Fig. 2D-E) [33]. Beyond using
collagen and ﬁbrin to develop lymphatic vessels, immune models
can be created. Collagen scaffolds with DCs and thymic stromal
cells were transplanted into mice and formed organoids representative of secondary lymphoid tissues. These organoids possessed T
and B cell zones, HEV-like vessels, and DC networks that were able
to mount humoral and cellular immune responses, in addition to
antigen speciﬁc secondary antibody responses [34,35].
Progressing to in vivo applications, BioBridge, an aligned
nanoﬁbrillar collagen scaffold, increased the density of lymphatic
collecting vessels in a porcine model whereas the control subjects
developed ﬁbrous scar tissue [36]. Despite lymphatic vessel density increasing with the BioBridge and either VEGF-C supplementation or lymph node transplantation, VEGF-C supplementation decreased functionality, as measured by bioimpedance. This paradoxical result highlights the complexity of VEGF-C delivery which requires spatial and temporal regulation. Biomaterials can provide
both types of regulation and could be used to address this challenge.
Another natural polymer, alginate, has been used in applications to both promote and inhibit lymphangiogenesis. Used as an
injectable hydrogel for the controlled release of VEGF-C, lymphangiogenesis was induced in a chick chorioallontoic membrane assay [37]. In another model, anti-VEGFR-3 siRNA was delivered via
polyethylenimine-alginate nanoparticles and demonstrated inhibition of lymphatic vessel formation [34].
PEGDA has been widely used in tissue engineering and is mechanically tunable, which provides a platform to investigate substrate mechanics while maintaining the same composition of binding sites. This feature provides an advantage compared to natural
biomaterials like collagen, ﬁbrin, and alginate which cannot be mechanically modiﬁed without modifying the composition. Speciﬁc

2. Biomaterial-based tissue engineering approaches for
lymphatic vessel engineering
One of the most notable advantages of biomaterials-based models for lymphatic studies is the ability to achieve a range of physiologically relevant stiffnesses and investigate how matrix stiffness inﬂuences lymphangiogenesis or disease processes. Frye et al.
demonstrated that matrix stiffness regulates VEGFR-3 expression
and that soft matrices upregulated pro-lymphangiogenic genes
[13], which underscores the need for new models with matrix
stiffnesses similar to in vivo conditions. Certain biomaterials also
present the ability to decouple stimuli and investigate the contributions of speciﬁc factors, or to spatially or temporally incorporate
speciﬁc factors. By controlling ligand binding sites and mechanical properties [14], hyaluronic acid-based hydrogels (HA-hydrogels)
were engineered to generate lymphatic cord-like structures from
LECs (Fig. 2A-C) and again demonstrated how matrix stiffness is
a critical factor for lymphatic studies. The versatility and particular
advantages of HA-hydrogels are discussed in the following sections.
2.1. Hyaluronan and leukocyte traﬃcking
HA-hydrogels present great promise, either as a stand-alone
therapy or as a scaffold and delivery system for tissue engineering approaches for lymphatic vessels [15]. HA is a non-sulphated
glycosaminoglycan that contains repeating disaccharide units of Nacetylglucosamine and glucuronic acid [16] and is found abundantly during embryogenesis where it has a crucial role in regulating angiogenesis, lymphangiogenesis, and organ morphogenesis
[17]. HA is ubiquitous in the extracellular matrix (ECM), is versatile
and can be chemically modiﬁed, and is non-immunogenic, making
HA attractive and widely used in tissue engineering and medicine
[18–21]. HA-hydrogels present a unique advantage for lymphatic
vessel engineering since CD44 binds to HA and LECs highly express LYVE-1 which is a CD44 homologue [14,22]. Due to its developmental relevance, importance for LECs, and ability to support
viable cells, HA-hydrogels serve as an excellent substrate to control
lymphatic vascular morphogenesis in a biomimetic environment,
where they can be potentially developed as transplant options or
as advanced in vitro models [23–25]. Furthermore, HA and LYVE-1
play an important role in leukocyte traﬃcking, which additionally
supports the potential of HA-hydrogels for model studies involving
immune traﬃcking and the lymphatic system.
HA is particularly relevant for immune cell traﬃcking through
lymphatic vasculature since CD44 serves as the principle receptor
for HA [26], and it has recently been reported that DC traﬃcking
3
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Fig. 2. Biomaterials to modulate the lymphatic system. (A) Matrix stiffness of hyaluronic acid (HA)-hydrogels prime lymphatic tube formation directed by VEGF-C, as
demonstrated by ﬂuorescent microscopy of F-actin (green) and nuclei (blue). Scale bars are 50 μm. (B) Confocal images of lymphatic tubes formed on soft HA-hydrogels
showing junctional markers for CD31 and VE-Cad. Enlarged rendering of confocal image stacks indicate cellular junctions (arrowheads) with discontinuous (arrows) and
overlapping (asterisks) junctions. Scale bars are 50 μm and 25 μm (inset). (C) TEM analyses of lymphatic tubes formed after 12 hours showed LECs degrading the HAhydrogels (H) to generate intracellular vacuoles (V), some of which were observed in the process of merging (asterisk) into coalescent vacuoles (CV). Scale bar is 20 μm.
Illustration was adapted with permission from [26]. (D) FACS-sorted LECs mixed with 40% ﬁbroblasts developed lymphatic capillaries (CD31, red) within Collagen type-1. (E)
Lymphatic capillaries expressed the lymphatic marker Prox-1 (green). Scale bars are 40 μm. Illustration was adapted with permission from [34].

lymph nodes (dLNs) [38]. Presently, cryogel-based vaccines have
already demonstrated eﬃcacy in breast cancer, melanoma, and
leukemia models and provide a potential strategy for future immunomodulation approaches [39].
In addition to cryogels, fatty acids, waxes, monoglycerides,
diglycerides, and triglycerides can be used in nanoparticle delivery systems. Compared to colloidal carrier systems which involve
a substance dispersed in a solution, lipid-based nanoparticles or
carriers exhibit controlled release properties as well as improved
chemical stability, which make lipid-based nanoformulations advantageous for lymphatic delivery. Both the lipid type and emulsiﬁer concentration must be considered in the design for effective
delivery via the lymphatic system [40].

uses of PEGDA will be discussed in the models section of this review article.
2.3. Biomaterials in drug delivery via the lymphatic system
Beyond hydrogels for tissue-engineered models of lymphatic
vasculature, various biomaterials have also been used to design
cryogels, matrices that are polymerized at sub-zero temperatures, for vaccines or nanoparticle delivery systems to target immunomodulation through the lymphatic system. Cryogels serve as
an injectable biomaterial vaccine option and can be constructed
from alginate, gelatin, polyethylene glycol, HA, or other crosslinkable polymers. Antigens can be loaded within these cryogels
and used to activate DCs which will then migrate to draining
4
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Table 1
Summary of Lymphatic models.
Model

Cells/Ligands Used

Biomaterials Used

Result

Ref.

Co-Culturing

LECs & Fibroblasts

Fibroblasts

[44]

Tumor Cells, LECs, & CCR7
T Cells & LECs

Collagen
N/A

Fibroblasts & DCs
BECs, LECs, and ASCs

N/A
Fibrin

LECs
HMVEC
LECs & BECs
LECs

PDMS and Polyethylene
PDMS and Fibrinogen
Polyethylene Terephthalate
(PET), PDMS, and Fibronectin
PDMS and Fibronectin

LECs

Fibronectin

T Cells

Anti-CD3 mAbs

Monocytes
T Cells, CCL21, & CCL19
DCs, CCL21, & CCL19
LECs & Metastatic Breast
Cancer Cells

PDMS
PDMS
Agarose
Collagen Type I

Monocytes

PDMS, ICAM, and VCAM

K14-VEGFR3-Ig mice

Soluble VEGFR-3

OT-1 RAG-1−/- and
BrafV600E /Pten−/- mice

Anti-VEGFR3 antibody, CpG-B
peptide, and Trp-2-peptide
conjugated NPs
BioBridge, aligned collagen
ﬁbers

Generation of lymphatic vessels without the introduction
of exogenous factors
Chemokine secretion directs tumor cells with ﬂow
T cell proliferation and tolerogenic properties expressed
by LN-LECs
Allowed for DCs to migrate into the lymphatic system
The BECs and LECs formed distinct, sustainable vessel
networks
Caused lymphatic capillary morphogenesis
Mechanical cues play a vital role in lymphangiogenesis
Established a model to assess permeability and lymphatic
return rate
Cells grown in ﬂow can produce more physiologically
relevant levels of IL-8 and TNF-α and have higher rates of
LEC proliferation compared to cells in static conditions
Oscillatory shear stress in conjunction with FOXC2 can
maintain LEC quiescence and stabilize collecting vessels
The homing receptor CXCR3 is expressed on different
subsets of T cells and is involved in their recruitment to
peripheral inﬂammation sites
Developed a model to measure cytokine secretion
CCL19 and CCL21 work together to cause T cell migration
CCL21 is preferred over CCL19 for DCs chemotaxis
ECM is an important factor in the tumor
microenvironment that can affect the lymphatic vessel
functionality.
Alterations to ﬂow proﬁles, presentation of adhesive
ligands, and monocytic cells contribute to cell adhesion
relevant to LN invasion prevalent to lymphatic metastasis.
Dermal lymphatics are absent in these transgenic mice
which results in impaired drug uptake and cell traﬃcking.
VEGF-C signaling enhanced the response to
immunotherapy in melanoma model

Microﬂuidics

Animal

Yucatan minipigs

3. Lymphatic models to study immune cell interaction

Increased lymphatic vessel density near site of implant,
improved bioimpedance ratio suggesting restoration of
lymphatic drainage

[43]
[41]
[42]
[48]
[54]
[56]
[63]
[57]

[58]
[61]

[62]
[59]
[60]
[64]

[65]

[68]
[67]

[36]

or melanoma tumor cells and exposed them to simulated interstitial ﬂow to investigate the movement of tumor cells caused by
chemokines (Fig. 3A-B) [43]. This system was one of the ﬁrst to
show that tumor cells respond to CCR7 ligands and identiﬁed the
importance of the tumor-ECM-lymphatic microenvironment. This
model allowed for better assessment of tumor migration, compared to tumor xenograft models that were previously used, and
improved chemotaxis assays by allowing the inclusion of biophysical factors, such as ﬂow and ECM, that can affect cellular transport.
Co-cultures can also be used to create vasculature networks. Gibot et al. demonstrated that LECs cultured with ﬁbroblasts were
able to form 3-D lymphatic vessel networks, representative of native ones, without the introduction of exogenous factors [44]. Unlike other models, this network did not require extra scaffolds, but
instead used multiple layers of ﬁbroblast-LEC co-cultures to create a 3-D network. This model also improved upon previous 2-D
cell culture models and 3-D tissue assays which could only develop
simple cords or tubes. Co-culture models are a relatively inexpensive, established system for integrating cell-cell interactions into a
study. While improvements have been made, there are still several
challenges. If both cell lines do not use the same media formulation, at least one cell type will be grown in suboptimal conditions and it may cause changes in proliferation or phenotypes [45].
Another challenge is determining which cell types contribute to
phenotypic marker expression or proliferation [46]. Currently, cells
are stained with vital dyes before being added to co-cultures, but
nanoparticles could be used as a potential alternative. Additionally,
it is diﬃcult to determine which signaling effects result from cellcell contact versus paracrine signaling. Currently, studies that are
based on paracrine signaling use physical separation of the cells,

Both in vitro and in vivo models can be used to model the lymphatic system and its interaction with the immune system. In this
section, three different categories of models will be reviewed, including their advantages and disadvantages, as well as advancements made to date, and are summarized in Table 1.
3.1. Co-culture
Co-culture systems have been utilized for promoting the formation of lymphatic vessels, modeling trans endothelial ﬂow, and
modulating the tolerogenic responses. Several improvements have
been made to the co-culture system throughout the years. In its
most basic form, co-cultures highlight cell-cell interactions of two
or more cell types and provide more insight than a monoculture
can. For example, Cohen et al cultured FH T cells, which are tyrosinase tolerogenic T cells, with LECs harvested from LNs and peripheral tissues [41]. Through the co-culture system, they were able to
see changes in T cell proliferation rates when cultured with different tissues which highlighted the LN microenvironment’s role
in the induction of the tolerogenic properties of LECs derived from
LNs (LN-LECs). Khosravi-Maharlooei et al. focused on DCs and their
ability to migrate to lymphatic tissues in vivo. This group used a
co-culture of ﬁbroblasts with DCs to induce DC migration to lymphatic tissues and present ﬁbroblast antigens. They were able to
induce a tolerogenic effect, decrease T cell proliferation, and treat
cells for in vivo testing [42].
Other researchers have introduced biophysical factors to cocultures. Shields et al. co-cultured LECs with either breast cancer
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Fig. 3. Co-culture and Microﬂuidic systems to model the lymphatic system. (A) Co-culture system with a 3D matrix and ﬂow to investigate crosstalk between LECs and
tumor cells. The cross-section shows the interface for the tumor suspension, porous membrane, and LECs, which are indicated with the black arrowheads. The black arrows
indicate tumor cells migrating through the membrane’s pores. (B) Confocal microscopy of the underside of a transwell membrane. The LEC monolayer is stained with CD31
in red and the tumor cells were stained with PHAKT-GFP, a ﬂuorescent protein that binds to AKT protein kinase and selectively migrates to the membrane when exposed
to a chemoattractant. One of these tumor cells is adhering (the white arrowhead) and one is transmigrating through a pore (white arrow). The nuclei are stained blue,
and the scale bar is 20 μm. Illustration was adapted with permission from [43]. (C) Microﬂuidics system that contain low-density (LD) or high-density (HD) collagen gels,
LECs, and MDA-MB-231 cells, a metastatic breast cancer cell line. (D) Top-view and cross-section view of immunoﬂuorescent images of lymphatic vessels co-cultured with
MDA-MB-231 in LD (left) and HD (right) matrices. F-actin was stained with purple, CD31 with red, MDA-MB-231-GFP with green, and the nuclei with blue. The dashed lines
indicate where LEC detachment was present in the vessel walls. The scale bar is 140 μm. Illustration was adapted with permission from [64].
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TNF-α was characterized. This model demonstrated that microﬂuidic devices can be used to monitor and quantify cytokine production, which could aid in both disease diagnosis and lymphatic studies.
Co-cultures can be integrated within microﬂuidic models,
which allows cell-cell interactions and biophysical factors to be
incorporated. Sato et al. used a co-culture of BECs and LECs in a
microﬂuidic device to examine the vascular permeability of lymphatic and blood vessels [63]. This system demonstrated a more
physiologically relevant model of the lymphatic-blood vessel interface. Additionally, microﬂuidic devices can be used to systematically study complex lymphatic environments, such as the tumor
microenvironment. To further understand how altered ECM density in the tumor microenvironment effects lymphatic vessels, a
microﬂuidic device with lymphatic vessels formed in a collagen
type I matrix was created (Fig. 3C-D). Higher ECM density, which
mimicked cancerous breast tissue, caused lymphatic vessels to undergo more morphological changes, secrete higher amounts of proinﬂammatory cytokines, and display more leaky junctions, indicating that the ECM has a major effect on lymphatic vessel functionality [64]. Birmingham et al. modeled the SCS to determine the
effects of LN remodeling on metastasis. This model showed that
alterations to ﬂow proﬁles, presentation of adhesive ligands, and
monocytic cells contributed to the cell adhesions which are relevant to lymphatic metastasis [65].
Several advantages to microﬂuidic systems are that they can
more accurately mimic 3-D microenvironments, can be used in
high-throughput formats, have continuous monitoring and feedback capabilities, and consume low volumes of reagents. Unfortunately, microﬂuidic systems can be relatively expensive, diﬃcult
to image, and the versatility of biochemical gradients are limited
by diffusion [66]. Biomaterials have already been integrated into
some microﬂuidic systems. Various biomaterials, including collagen and ﬁbrin, have been used as scaffolds to mimic microenvironments or support vessel formation [54,56,64]. Biomaterials like
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) have also been used to micropattern microﬂuidic chips [63].

but this is not feasible for studies that are dependent on cell-cell
signaling [47] (Table 1).
Biomaterials are currently being integrated into co-culture systems. This is done primarily through scaffolds, which help support
the structures the cells form. For example, Knezevic et al. used a
co-culture of adipose-derived stromal cells (ASCs), LECs, and blood
endothelial cells (BECs) on a ﬁbrin-based scaffold to study the integration of blood and lymphatic vasculature. The BECs and LECs
formed distinct, sustainable vessel networks [48].
3.2. Microﬂuidics
As technology advances, techniques like microﬂuidics fabrication allows cells to be cultured with external factors including ﬂow
and electrical and mechanical stimulation to better mimic physiological conditions [49–52]. These factors play a major role in lymphatic vessel development and valve formation and has been implicated in hyperplasia in tumors [53]. Therefore, it is important to
incorporate these factors in in vitro models.
Microﬂuidic systems have helped to highlight the role of ﬂow
in vessel formation. For example, Bonvin et al. utilized a multichambered microﬂuidic system that exposed LECs to ﬂow through
the chamber and was able to cause lymphatic capillary morphogenesis [54]. This system was able to be imaged in real-time and
allowed for long-term culturing. In Choi et al., ﬂow was used to
show that shear stress, which is tangential to the ﬂow, causes an
increase in lymphatic sprouting [55]. Kim et al. used ﬂow, biochemical cues, and stromal-endothelial interactions to cause vessel
sprouting. While ﬂow serves as the main determiner of lymphangiogenic responses, mechanical cues and pro-lymphangiogenic factors help to provide a robust response [56]. These models helped
to show that ﬂow plays a vital role in promoting and regulating lymphatic vessel sprouting. The next step in microﬂuidic improvements was to add cyclic ﬂow. Fathi et al. showed that cells
grown in cyclic ﬂow are able to produce more physiologically relevant levels of interleukin 8 (IL-8) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α ) and have higher rates of LEC proliferation compared
to cells grown in static conditions [57]. Additionally, Sabine et al.
showed that shear stress due to oscillatory ﬂow works cooperatively with FOXC2, a transcription factor that affects the organization of endothelial cytoskeleton, to maintain LEC quiescence and
stabilize collecting vessels [58]. These models improved the understanding of how cyclic ﬂow affects LECs and could lead to more
physiologically relevant models in the future.
Next, signaling molecules were integrated into microﬂuidic systems. Nandagopal et al demonstrated that CCR7 ligands, known as
CCL21 and CCL19, formed gradients in a microﬂuidic channel. They
showed that CCL21, not CCL19, causes chemotaxis of T cells from
peripheral human blood and CCL19 can cause a repulsive migration response [59]. This indicates CCL19 and CCL21 work together
to cause migration. While Haessler et al, showed that DCs have a
preference towards CCL21, but they need two times the amount of
CCL19 to overcome this preference [60]. In Hoerning et al., the expression of CXC chemokine receptor 3 (CXCR3) on a subset of regulatory T cells (Tregs ) and its role in migration was assessed [61].
In this case, a microﬂuidic device was used to assess chemotaxis
and directional persistence, and Tregs were able to be measured at
the single cell resolution.
Microﬂuidic models also offer real-time immunophenotyping
via integrated biosensors, which could offer further insight into
the types of immune cells that interact with the lymphatic system. Rodriguez-Moncayo et al. aimed to create an automated system that could assess cytokine secretions from a deﬁned number
of immune cells [62]. Immune cells were captured in microwell
plates, stimulated with doses of lipopolysaccharide and phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate–ionomycin, and the secretion of IL-8 and

3.3. Animal models
As a result of the numerous types of interactions between the
immune and lymphatic systems, there are many animal models
that have been developed to study speciﬁc mechanisms. Due to the
broad scope, we have selected just a few models to review below.
Particularly in the case of cancer metastasis, the role of lymphatics remains unclear as they can deliver immune cells to the
tumor microenvironment but can also provide a route of metastasis. In a mouse melanoma model, the interaction between lymphangiogenesis and immunotherapy was investigated, and VEGF-C
was found to attract naïve T cells which improved the therapeutic
response [67].
A common mouse model employed for studies involving lymphatic vessel transport is the K14-VEGFR3-Ig transgenic mouse
which lacks dermal lymphatics [68]. Utilizing this model, the individual roles of blood vessels and lymphatic vessels in immune
traﬃcking or therapeutic delivery can be investigated in the absence of dermal lymphatic vessels. Due to this lymphatic vessel deﬁciency, lymphedema results and a lack of macromolecular transport in the dermis occurs [68]. Additionally, K14-VEGFR3-Ig mice
exhibit decreased traﬃcking of solutes and DCs from the skin to
the dLNs [69].
Utilizing this K14-VEGFR3-Ig mouse model, the role of lymphatic drainage on humoral immunity and peripheral tolerance
was investigated. While effector T cell immunity was only transiently and negligibly affected by the absence of dermal lymphatics, the transgenic mice produced lower antibody titers upon der7
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mal immunization. Additionally, multiple signs of autoimmunity
were observed in one-year-old mice [69].
Beyond the dermis, K14-VEGFR3-Ig mice have also been used
to study the role of lymphatic vessels and immune cells in a traumatic brain injury (TBI) model. The recent discovery of meningeal
lymphatic vessels has sparked numerous investigations about the
role of lymph in neurological conditions. After sustaining a TBI,
K14-VEGFR3-Ig mice had a signiﬁcantly reduced population of inﬁltrating CD4+ T lymphocytes which suggests that these meningeal
lymphatic vessels are pertinent for a proper neuro-immune response that is hypothesized to be principally mediated by resident
memory CD8+ T cells [70].
While animal models can capture the complexity of the immune response and provide a more advanced system compared to
in vitro models, there are several challenges including the added
complexity of systemic responses and phylogenetic discrepancies
between laboratory animals and humans. These challenges highlight how co-cultures and microﬂuidic models could supplement
animal models. Used together in a combinatorial approach, these
three model systems provide the ability to investigate speciﬁc interactions in a deﬁned system, use patient-speciﬁc cells in a physiologically relevant model, and study the aggregate host response.

administration, particularly for chemotherapeutics and other cytotoxic agents, which include non-speciﬁcity, drug resistance, and severe toxicity [40]. While systemic drug administration is the predominant delivery route used in both preclinical models and human patients, the tumor microenvironment and tumor draining
lymph nodes (TdLNs) are poorly accessed, there is decreased targeting, and decreased circulation time which all raise challenges
for this route of administration [74,75]. Instead, by targeting delivery to the lymphatics in a rat model, localized tissue concentrations of chemotherapeutics were increased and also resulted in
reduced organ toxicity and nephrotoxicity [76]. Alternative routes
of administration include intestinal, subcutaneous, pulmonary, and
loco-regional delivery, as well as targeting the dLNs. Advantages
and applications of each delivery route are discussed in the strategies for lymphatic drug delivery section of this review.
5. Strategies for lymphatic drug delivery
5.1. Gastrointestinal delivery
Although the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is a preferred route for
drug delivery, therapeutics administered by this route are subjected to pre-systemic hepatic metabolism. Additionally, the drug’s
solubility, the pH of the GI tract, and the amount of time in the
GI tract all affect drug bioavailability and may lower availability. These challenges highlight areas that can be remedied by targeting drug delivery to the intestinal lymphatic system. Due to
the overlapping and gapped structure of the lymphatic capillaries, macromolecular targeting to the lymphatic system through intestinal transport is possible. In the gut-associated lymphoid tissue,
lymphoid follicles form Peyer’s patches and also provide an entry
point into the lymphatic system [40]. Lipophilic drugs have been
shown to be absorbed via intestinal lymphatics following oral administration, and this transport method can considerably improve
the drug’s metabolic proﬁle compared to transport via the portal
system [77]. One method to direct drug absorption through the
lymphatics instead of the portal system is by using a pro-drug formulation. A pro-drug formulation as a drug-triglyceride undergoes
hydrolysis into a drug-monoglyceride, which is then further assembled into a lipoprotein to enter the mesenteric lymph. Therefore,
the drug can enter the systemic circulation by avoiding the ﬁrst
pass metabolism in the liver (Fig. 4B) [78].
By incorporating a drug within a nanoparticle, up to 500 nm
in diameter, targeted delivery to the intestines via lymphatic uptake can be achieved. Compared to intravenous administration of
a drug alone, drug-containing nanoparticles delivered to the intestines demonstrated a 21-fold increase in drug bioavailability, a
30-fold increase in the elimination half-life, and lower distribution to the heart, lungs, spleen, and kidneys. These results highlight how targeted delivery to the intestines through the lymphatic
system could both be used as an extended-release drug delivery
system, as well as a strategy to reduce toxicity [79].

4. Pharmaceutical uptake in the lymphatic system
The anatomy of the lymphatic system must be considered when
designing therapeutics, and multiple factors dictate how molecules
or therapeutics will interact with the lymphatic circulation. Additionally, the route of administration and desired pharmacokinetics
must be considered in the design.
4.1. Factors inﬂuencing drug uptake via the lymphatics
Due to the varied anatomy and organ-speciﬁc structure of lymphatic vessels, ranging from capillaries with discontinuous, buttonlike junctions to collecting vessels with tighter, zipper-like junctions, multiple factors must be considered for therapeutic delivery, including the particle size, molecular weight, surface charge,
and hydrophobicity (Fig. 4A). When delivering pharmaceuticals via
nanoparticles, the particle size will affect both the rate of uptake
and retention. While particles larger than 100 nm can eventually
be taken up by the lymphatic system, 10-100 nm is the optimal
size range for subcutaneous administration [40,71]. When delivering soluble pharmaceuticals subcutaneously, the molecular weight
will inﬂuence the degree of uptake via the lymphatic system, with
molecules under 1 kDa being easily absorbed by blood capillaries, versus molecules exceeding 16 kDa will be mostly absorbed
by the lymphatic system surrounding the local injection site [40].
The interstitial matrix has a net negative charge, which inﬂuences
how particles are taken up by the lymphatics. Compared to positively charged liposomes, negatively charged liposomes exhibited
increased lymphatic uptake, and interestingly, neutral particles had
the lowest uptake [72]. Furthermore, highly negatively charged particles also demonstrated increased retention times in LNs [73]. Additionally, lymphatic uptake can be modiﬁed by altering the hydrophobicity of particles, as the hydrophobicity is mainly responsible for phagocytosis [40].

5.2. Subcutaneous delivery
In the case of subcutaneous delivery, drug accumulation occurs
at the site of administration, there is a sustained release, and increased absorption [40]. Compared to intraperitoneal (IP) or intravenous (IV) drug administration in a lymphoma mouse model, subcutaneous administration of drug-containing nanoparticles demonstrated an 8-fold and 59-fold higher drug uptake, respectively. Additionally, lower drug uptake in the lungs, liver, and spleen were
observed, which resulted in longer circulation of the nanoparticles.
Despite drug uptake initially being slow following subcutaneous
administration, uptake continued over time and demonstrated the
possibility of controlled release therapy by this route [80].

4.2. Routes of administration via the lymphatic system
A unique aspect of drug delivery via the lymphatic system
is that ﬁrst-pass metabolism, which is typically associated with
oral administration and results in reduced systemic concentrations, is avoided which is advantageous for therapeutics with lower
bioavailability. Additionally, delivery through the lymphatic system
can be used to combat negative outcomes associated with systemic
8
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Fig. 4. Multiple factors must be considered when designing therapeutics for immunomodulation via the lymphatic systems. (A) Different types and sizes of therapeutics, such as monoclonal antibodies (mAb, 10 nm), solid lipid nanoparticles (200 nm), and nanostructured lipid carries (500 nm) that can be used to target the lymphatic
system. As a reference, chylomicrons up to 1,0 0 0nm in diameter can be transported across the lacteals [91]. The speciﬁc structure of the lymphatic vessels being targeted
must be considered, as their structure is organ-speciﬁc and vary in permeability depending on the types of junctions (button-type and zipper-type junctions), which will
inﬂuence the possible biomaterials used for therapeutic delivery. (B) Schematic diagram of the different mechanisms of transport pathways following oral drug or pro-drug
administration. The intestinal transport of lipid-based formulations (nanostructured lipid carries) through blood (major) and lymphatic circulation (minor). Pro-drug formulation as a drug-triglyceride undergoes hydrolysis into drug-monoglyceride, which will be further assembled into lipoprotein to enter the mesenteric lymph. Therefore, the
drug can enter the systemic circulation by avoiding the ﬁrst pass metabolism in the liver. Illustration in panel B was adapted with permission from [78].

5.3. Pulmonary delivery

ticles were administered to mice with non-small cell lung cancer via nebulization to target delivery to the pulmonary lymphatics, a 20-fold reduction in IC50 was observed, compared to intravenous administration of the drug alone, as well as reduced
toxicity [82].

For particles up to 200 nm in diameter, alveolar clearance involves the lymphatic system and presents the possibility of targeted drug delivery via the pulmonary lymphatics [81]. This route
of administration could be particularly advantageous for treating certain diseases, such as small cell lung carcinoma, that disseminate through the pulmonary system. Additionally, pulmonary
administration avoids ﬁrst-pass metabolism, is noninvasive, and
allows for increased local concentrations of the drug [40]. The
nanoparticle size can also be adjusted to target speciﬁc regions
for drug deposition within the lungs. When drug-loaded nanopar-

5.4. Loco-regional delivery
Compared to conventional systemic immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) therapy, which has variable response rates and off-target
toxicity, intraturmoral or intradermal locoregional delivery of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) demonstrated improved T cell responses
9
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[74]. While systemic drug administration is the predominant delivery method in the lab and clinic, the tumor microenvironment
and TdLNs are poorly accessed [83]. By targeting delivery of mAbs
to the TdLNs, improved immunomodulation within the TdLNs was
achieved. As a result, less doses were required, anti-tumor immunity was improved, and toxicity was potentially limited [74]. This
strategy can be particularly effective for locally advanced cancers,
as it allows for higher local concentrations of chemotherapeutics
supplemented with lower systemic levels to treat distant metastases [76]. When molecules comparable in size to mAbs were injected in the interstitium of peripheral tissues, the initial lymphatics were responsible for clearing the compound and caused accumulation of the compound in the dLNs, which highlights one
method for achieving this targeted delivery [84].

therapies being used in the cardiovascular system and many studies that utilize lymphangiogenic genes, there is little research on
controlled delivery of lymphatic gene therapy [89]. Thirdly, many
current in vitro models are not as physiologically relevant as they
could be. Current models tend to focus on either the lymphatic
or immune system, but there are not many models that do both.
Combining these areas could result in more information about interactions between immune cells, such as migrating T cells, and
the lymphatic system. Additionally, there are challenges with allowing for a reversible immune response in these models, which
would mimic the dynamic exchange of cells and materials seen in
vivo [52].
Thus far most studies have focused on lymphatic capillaries or
LNs, but have excluded the lymphatic muscle cells, pericytes, and
valves needed to form collecting vessels [23,89]. As the pumping
mechanism of the vasculature is vital to collecting vessel formation, “artery-on-a-chip” style microﬂuidic devices have the potential to be leveraged [90]. Additionally, there is an interest in developing biomaterials to mimic the dynamic signaling seen in diseased tissue. In the event of injury, natural ECM and proteases
provide signals and soluble factors that can direct endothelial migration to support tissue regeneration and ECM remodeling. This
mechanism can be utilized for revascularization and could potentially modulate lymphatics [89]. Given these advancements and future potential, biomaterials demonstrate the ability to be used for
both model systems and as delivery platforms for immunomodulation applications involving the lymphatic system.

6. Drug screening and disease prediction
Despite recent advancements regarding the discovery of
biomarkers for cancer detection, these biomarkers have low speciﬁcity and typically very low concentrations in plasma which limits
their detection in liquid biopsies. While noninvasive to the patient,
these limitations of liquid biopsy prevent detecting metastatic
spread during the early stages. Alternatively, samples could be acquired from the tumor-draining lymphatic vessels since biomarkers preferentially drain to lymphatic vessels before becoming diluted in the blood circulation, which should provide an enriched
concentration and may allow for early detection [85].
Circulating extracellular vesicles (EVs), speciﬁcally exosomes,
contain tumor-relevant factors and have emerged as potential
biomarkers [85]. EVs are transported from the periphery to draining LNs via lymphatic vessels [86], and when ﬂuorescent EVs
were injected into mice, EVs were absent from the surrounding blood capillaries but found in the draining lymphatic vessels
which highlights the important role lymphatic vessels have regarding EV circulation. Analysis of postoperative lymphatic exudate from patients with metastatic melanoma revealed that tumorderived biomarkers, particularly EVs which contained melanomaassociated miRNAs, were signiﬁcantly enriched [85]. Lymph contains tissue-derived self-antigens which reﬂect its origin [87], and
it also mirrors the tissue inﬂammatory signature [85]. In the sampled lymphatic exudate, these speciﬁc protein signatures distinguished various stages of metastatic spread, posing the potential
to be used as a novel detection method to characterize the disease
stage and predict therapeutic responses [85].
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